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As the Co-Chairs of the Women’s Initiative Committee, we believe that the values, experiences
and perspectives of women are integral to Sullivan & Cromwell’s culture. We are deeply
committed to advancing women in law, recognizing that diverse experiences and
personalities are essential to enriching the profession.
From the moment you join the Firm, we prepare you for success by providing mentors to
guide you, programming to enrich you and social events to help you connect with your
colleagues. Whatever your goal, you’ll find many paths to take you there. Both of us have
spent our entire careers at S&C, and, just as important as the skills we’ve learned, are the
lasting friendships we’ve made.
We are honored to be part of the extraordinary legacy of women at S&C who are doing
spectacular work in all areas of the Firm and beyond, as leaders in their fields and also in
the broader legal community. Three women sit on the Firm’s Management Committee
and women head or co-head many of our practices, including Antitrust, Capital Markets,
Corporate Governance, General Practice, Labor & Employment, Litigation, M&A and
Securities Litigation. Women also serve as Managing Partners of our offices in Palo Alto
and Washington, D.C., sit on prestigious boards and head industry associations.
In the following pages, you’ll meet some of these lawyers, read highlights of the exciting
work they’re doing and learn about the paths to leadership they’ve taken, both at S&C and
outside the Firm. Whether they’re managing client relationships, leading practice groups
or heading offices, each of these women demonstrates the possibilities that flow from a
supportive network.
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At the Helm
Clients facing uncertainty and younger lawyers navigating their career journeys often look
to Firm leadership for guidance and support. S&C is fortunate to have Sharon Nelles,
Alison Ressler and Karen Seymour in that spot, ready to take on any challenge, be it
advising on a complex client issue or paving the way for junior lawyers looking to make
an impact in their field.
As members of the Management Committee, S&C’s senior-most governing body,
Sharon, Alison and Karen help chart the course for the Firm. They are dedicated
advocates for the women of S&C, addressing the concerns of working parents and
prioritizing the health and well-being of the S&C community, while modeling the
dedication and commitment to excellence that are the Firm’s professional hallmarks.
All three foster mentorship by regularly holding office hours, and by working closely
with lawyers of all levels on the large-scale, complex client matters they lead.
Karen, a senior Litigation partner who rejoined S&C after serving as Executive Vice
President and General Counsel at Goldman Sachs, can remember a time when women
lawyers, and women leaders, were less prevalent. “That’s all changed,” she says. “As
we were preparing for court recently, it struck me at a team meeting that the lawyers
working on this matter are all women! It’s so encouraging to find ourselves in a place
where, with increasing frequency, women leaders abound. Half of S&C’s practice groups
are now women-led.”
For associates looking for a path to leadership, Sharon, Managing Partner of S&C’s
Litigation Group, encourages all women in the office to pay attention to different styles
of lawyering and focus on not only what works, but what works for them. “There’s a place
for everyone at the table and it’s important to get your seat,” she says. “To do that, you
have to be prepared to grab opportunity and be confident that your unique background,
experience and world view is a big part of what makes you valuable.”
Alison, Co-Head of the Firm’s Global Private Equity Group, notes that a supportive
network is another key ingredient to success. “Whether the topic is raising kids or
other challenges, I always encourage our women associates to reach out to our women
partners,” she says. “We have a strong group of senior women who are deeply committed
to helping our associates grow and develop. Seeing people we mentor succeed is one of
the most rewarding parts of our profession. S&C’s culture is one where we take joy in
other women’s successes and want to make each other stronger.”

Partners and Management Committee Members Karen Seymour, Sharon Nelles and Alison Ressler
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PATHWAYS TO PARTNERSHIP

Kamil Shields and Michelle Chen

case into a winning closing argument. I think of
that advice as I embark on the next chapter of my
career.
What advice would you give to an associate who
wants to make partner?

Kamil Shields and Michelle Chen were both elevated
to partner last year, in the Litigation Group and
Financial Services Group, respectively. The
American Lawyer hosted a Q&A with each
of them as part of its “How I Made Partner”
interview series. Below are excerpts from those
conversations.
Kamil Shields

Make it happen! If you want to be a partner, you
need to own it. Be prepared to do the work and
do it well. Be prepared to be diligent, thoughtful,
detailed and persuasive—and love every minute
of it. Be prepared to tell people what you want
and then to achieve it. I would tell any associate
considering partnership that if you want it, you
can do it.

How long have you been at the Firm?

Michelle Chen

I joined Sullivan & Cromwell in 2012 and left in
2014 to go to the U.S. Attorney’s Office in D.C. I
returned to the Firm as a special counsel in 2019.
In total, I have been with S&C for nearly five
years.

How long have you been at the Firm?

What’s the biggest surprise you experienced in
becoming partner?
Prior to making partner, I would have said that,
once elected, I would finally feel satisfied. You
focus for so long on the path to partnership that
you think, once completed, you will feel “done.”
Instead, I have been surprised at how much I
continue to think about the future: What do I
want in connection with this role; what will be
the unique perspective that I bring to my clients;
what is the next set of skills that I should obtain
to be the type of lawyer, thought leader and
counselor that I want to be?
Describe how you feel about your career now that
you’ve made partner.

Kamil Shields, Litigation Partner
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Partnership means that I have made it past
one hurdle, but there are still many to go. As
a prosecutor, the first time you obtain a just
conviction, you feel proud that your effort and
dedication has been recognized, but you don’t
stop. With each trial, you become a bit more
confident in your skills but you never rest on
your laurels. During my time as an AUSA, I
encountered great trial lawyers—lawyers who
told me that they were continuously working on
how best to engage the jury, conduct effective
direct and cross-examinations and distill their

Nine and a half years. I was a summer associate
and then an associate at Sullivan & Cromwell’s
New York office. I relocated to [the Firm’s]
Washington, D.C., office at the beginning of
2022. I made partner in 2021.
What’s the biggest surprise you experienced in
becoming a partner?
The biggest surprise was how many of the
defining characteristics of my time at S&C
remained constant, while at the same time
transforming in subtle, yet significant ways. From
my first year as an associate, I would routinely
work on matters spanning a variety of practices,
reflecting both S&C’s generalist approach as well
as the fact that I was eager to work on different
types of projects—regulatory, transactional, other
advisory and so on. I was constantly learning
and discovering how my work on one type of
matter made me a stronger, more capable lawyer
handling a different type of matter. My work on
regulatory matters gave me valuable insights on
transactions, and my work on securities offerings
made me a stronger M&A lawyer.
When I became a partner, I continued to see
the breadth of my practice expand, and the
benefits of a multidisciplinary practice. But the
reasons were slightly different. As an associate,
many of the new opportunities arose through
relationships I had developed with other lawyers
at the firm and with clients. As a partner, that is
still true, but I also see, to a greater degree, the
importance of being proactive—not just being

Michelle Chen, General Practice Partner
ready to assist our clients on their legal issues
as they arise, but anticipating what those issues
will be and letting them know that we will be
here to guide them through. The transition from
associate to partner is largely a continuation of
the work I knew, with shifts in emphasis and new
perspectives.
Knowing what you know now, what advice would
you give to your younger self ?
I would tell myself not to worry about
specialization, even if that’s the trend elsewhere,
and enjoy the rewards, challenges and
opportunities of a broad, multidisciplinary
practice.
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INTRODUCING NEW PARTNERS

Lauren Boehmke and
Samantha Hynes
Lauren Boehmke and Samantha Hynes are two of
S&C’s newest partners. As a General Practice
partner, Lauren advises clients on public and
private M&A, corporate governance, activism
and takeover defense, and other public company
advisory matters. Sam is a partner in the Firm’s
Litigation Group and focuses on antitrust
matters, including civil litigation and merger
reviews at the U.S. Department of Justice and
the Federal Trade Commission, along with
commercial litigation matters. We chatted with
both about their associate experience and path to
partnership.

I would not be here
if it were not for
my mentors, both
men and women,
who have guided
me throughout my
career.”
—Samantha Hynes,
Litigation Partner

At what point in your career did you know you
wanted to be a partner?
Lauren: I did not start at S&C thinking that I
wanted to be a partner, but I ended up loving the
work and loving the people that I was working
with and ultimately realized that S&C was the
perfect long-term fit for me. In my sixth year, I
decided to go for partner.
Samantha: When I chose S&C, I thought I may
want to spend my career at the Firm, but I also
had no idea what it would be like to work at a big
law firm. By my third year, I was really enjoying

Teamwork is a big part of what we do, so building
relationships and taking the extra time to explain
something are integral partner skills that you can
develop as an associate.”
—Lauren Boehmke,
General Practice Partner

my work and starting to see the bigger picture.
I knew that if I could be a partner anywhere,
it would be here, because of the quality of the
lawyers and how true of a partnership it is.
What role did mentors play in your career?
Samantha: I would not be here if it were not for my
mentors, both men and women, who have guided
me throughout my career. When I was a junior
associate, my mentors helped me network in the
antitrust community where I was developing my
practice and helped me gain access to clients.
Their guidance made me confident that S&C was
a place where I could stay and succeed. I’m happy
to get the chance now to be a mentor myself.
What is one thing you wish you had known on
your first day at S&C?
Lauren: I would be more proactive about
designing a practice that is personally exciting.
Take advantage of the unassigned period if you’re
a corporate lawyer to try different things.

and I came in apprehensive that people would
have difficult personalities or that I would have
no social life. In reality, people here are smart and
kind human beings who want you to do well and
live a balanced life.
How did your experience as an associate prepare
you for your responsibilities as a partner?
Lauren: Teamwork is a big part of what we do, so
building relationships and taking the extra time
to explain something are integral partner skills
that you can develop as an associate.
What is a final piece of advice that you might
share with law students considering S&C?
Samantha: Don’t miss out on the culture and
relationships here. It’s part of the S&C experience
that’s really special.
Lauren: Take the initiative and ask for
opportunities if you are ready for them. You may
surprise yourself how much you can achieve.

Samantha: Don’t worry as much. There are horror
stories about what it’s like to be at a big law firm
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The Women’s Initiative
Committee
Making meaningful connections with extraordinary women
The Women’s Initiative Committee (“WIC”) supports S&C’s efforts to recruit,
retain and advance our women lawyers. Although S&C associates are
encouraged to take ownership of their career paths, WIC helps facilitate their
career development by offering professional development programming,
networking and mentoring opportunities for new lawyers. The 46-member
committee constantly evolves its offerings based on feedback from associates
about their experiences at S&C and in the broader legal community. Here are
some of the programs and events that WIC runs with support from the Firm.

The Women’s Leadership Lunch Series
This series brings women lawyers together for presentations, panel discussions,
brainstorming and lively conversation on a host of timely topics related to women in the law.
S&C Chief Legal Talent Officer Milana Hogan describes the Women’s Leadership Lunch
Series as “a unique opportunity for new lawyers to become better acquainted with the Firm’s
work and forge invaluable connections.”

Mentoring
S&C supports all associates in finding the right mentor for each step of their legal careers,
from beginning as summer associates through making partner. WIC offers a multitude
of opportunities for people to develop formal and informal mentoring relationships as
associates hone in on their personal interests and professional goals.

Office Hours
Across the Firm, women partners set aside specific windows of time for associates to stop
by for one-on-one or small group, impromptu discussions about any topic of interest. Office
Hours are a great way to meet women partners you want to work with and other women
associates at the Firm.

Family Matters
S&C offers a number of programs designed to support lawyers seeking to balance their
professional and family needs, such as the Working Parents Speaker Series. These benefits
include paid parental leave, backup childcare services, an infant transition program and
alternative work or “flex-time” schedules.

Women@S&C Lunch Program
These informal, small group lunches for women lawyers are co-hosted by two S&C women
partners who lead discussion on topics related to recent Leadership Lunches as well as
suggestions from associates. Past lunches have included Board Presentations, Pitches and
Meetings with Clients, How to Talk About What You Do and How to Leverage Your Network.

Women@S&C and Beyond
Women@S&C and Beyond, launched in 2021, leverages our outstanding alumni network
through a series of informal, interactive small group sessions with alumnae guests, who
share their professional development insights. Past guests include Alexandra Yestrumskas,
Deputy Assistant General Counsel for International Affairs at the U.S. Department of
the Treasury, and Hilary Walker, Vice President, Legal & Regulatory at Brookfield Asset
Management.
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Connecting with Mentors
Grace Son remembers when a group of Korean associates took her and a group of
summer associates out for Korean barbecue after a busy work day. As a KoreanAmerican herself, she appreciated this early introduction to S&C’s Asian Associates
Network (“AAN”), and to KJ Lim, an associate who would become an important
mentor for her.
“It’s really helpful to have someone in your professional field who is a mentor, not
only focused on the professional development aspects of your career and the legal
field, but on your personal life and development as well,” said Grace, who first joined
S&C as a paralegal. S&C’s affinity networks, including AAN and WIC, provide a
great jumping off point for establishing both informal and formal mentorships.
“Having someone I can go to for advice or to talk to very candidly and honestly about
anything going on has been really meaningful.”
Through her interactions with KJ, Grace was introduced to the Intellectual Property
Group at S&C, where she hopes to focus more of her work in the future. “Every single
person who I’ve worked with in the Intellectual Property Group, both men and
women, has been a great mentor to me. They’re willing to teach you, and to sit down
and talk over things, even when they’re incredibly busy,” she said.
Grace’s positive experience with mentors at the Firm has led her to become one
herself, for AAN summer associates. “To me, that kind of giving back and being
on that side of mentorship is personally important.” Grace is an active participant
in AAN, working with the co-chairs to develop meaningful ways to support local
groups that have been affected by COVID -19 or victims of discrimination against
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, particularly in New York City.
Grace hopes to help summer associates build personal connections during their time
at S&C. She added, “My goal is to create a space where people aren’t nervous to ask
me to coffee or if they can pick my brain. I would remind all summers to be proactive
about making connections, and not to worry that they’re encroaching on someone’s
time. The more people you connect with while you’re here, the more resources you
have at the Firm when you come back.”

Grace Son
General Practice Associate
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INDUSTRY IMPACT

Leadership in M&A
This spring, Rita-Anne O’Neill was front and
center at Tulane’s Corporate Law Institute, the
most influential annual gathering of M&A
professionals. Rita, the Co-Head of S&C’s Global
Private Equity Group and vice chair of the
American Bar Association’s M&A Committee,
is co-chair of the Institute and moderated the
discussion on “Hot Topics in M&A.” She was
joined by Melissa Sawyer, the Global Head of
S&C’s Mergers & Acquisitions Group, along with
other industry leaders, to discuss the record pace
of dealmaking in 2021 and expected trends for
this year.
For Rita and Melissa, who have known each
other since their early days as associates at the
Firm, it was a welcome opportunity to see each
other in person, given that Rita is based in Los
Angeles and Melissa works in New York. “This
conference is always one of the highlights of my
year,” says Rita. “It gives me a chance to exchange
knowledge with many of the top lawyers and
judges in the world of M&A. And sharing the
stage with Melissa made it even more special.”

Mentorship has been
crucial in my career and
I’m focused on helping
the next generation.”
—Rita-Anne O’Neill,
Co-Head of S&C’s Global Private
Equity Group
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Throughout their careers, both have been
committed to creating opportunities for women
at S&C and in the broader legal community. Rita
recently served as co-chair of the ABA’s Women
in M&A Subcommittee, overseeing the creation
of new programs—including a CLE webinar
on gender bias—to increase the participation
and retention of women in this field. Rita also
founded and co-heads a national Women in M&A
networking group that provides a platform for
senior women lawyers and M&A dealmakers to
facilitate business generation.
“In many ways, M&A law is an equal opportunity
field,” says Melissa. “Anyone with intelligence
and imagination can excel in it. But that doesn’t

mean that women don’t face unique challenges
and often still confront personal and professional
obstacles. The good news is that every woman
I know is working to ease the path for those
coming after them.”
Looking at their list of recent matters, it’s
abundantly clear that Rita and Melissa
have made their mark as two of S&C’s most
accomplished deal lawyers. Rita recently
advised Koninklijke Philips in its acquisition of
innovative technology company BioTelemetry.
She also represents private equity clients such as
Ares and Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, leading
her to be named “Private Equity Lawyer of the
Year” last year by Euromoney’s Americas Women
in Business Law Awards.
Melissa has twice been named a “Dealmaker
of the Year” by The American Lawyer, most
recently for advising AT&T in its spin-off of
WarnerMedia, and earlier for advising Tiffany &
Co. in its acquisition by LVMH Moët Hennessy
Louis Vuitton, the largest luxury retail deal ever.
Reflecting on their individual paths to leadership,
both offered advice to young lawyers.
Rita honed her craft by working with S&C
Partner Alison Ressler, a pioneering woman in
private equity and the first woman to sit on S&C’s
Management Committee. Among many things,
Alison taught Rita the value of having a mentor.
“Mentorship has been crucial in my career and
I’m focused on helping the next generation.”
Melissa advises: “Work hard. Don’t give up.
Know that there will be challenges, but that if
something is important enough to you, you will
be able to overcome them.”

In many ways, M&A law
is an equal opportunity
field. Anyone with
intelligence and
imagination can excel
in it.”
—Melissa Sawyer,
Global Head of S&C’s
Mergers & Acquisitions Group
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COAST TO COAST

S&C’s New
Managing Partners
In 2022, Amanda Davidoff and Sarah Payne were
named the new Managing Partners of S&C’s
Washington, D.C., and Palo Alto offices,
respectively. Both women have extensive
leadership experience—Amanda serves
as Deputy Managing Partner of the Firm’s
Litigation Group, and Sarah is Co-Head of the
Firm’s Capital Markets and Technology M&A
Groups—so we welcomed the opportunity to hear
about their new roles.
What exactly does a Managing Partner do? And,
what do you like best about the role?
Amanda: S&C has a managing partner in each
one of its 13 offices around the world. We lead
decision-making around the business strategy for
that particular region, and other topics like how
to incorporate new technology or modify office
space to ensure everyone can do their best work.
We also have full loads of client work, which is
important to understanding the needs of each
office. I love that it gives me a chance to interact
with so many members of the office. I’m also on
S&C’s Associate Experience Committee, so I’m
in the lucky position to have several ways to hear
directly from our younger lawyers about their
day-to-day work experiences, and can take action
on their feedback.

Sarah Payne
Managing Partner, Palo Alto
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for clients and colleagues. Some issues develop
so quickly, lawyers with two years’ experience
learn about them right alongside lawyers with 25
years’ experience. Having a front-row seat helps
associates build leadership and creative problemsolving skills early on in their legal careers.
Amanda: In D.C., we’re continuing to grow our
Appellate, Antitrust, and Criminal Defense
and Investigations Groups. We have some great
women leaders in these practice areas—Renata
Hesse joined us from the DOJ to lead the
antitrust group, and Morgan Ratner is helping to
grow the appellate practice, having joined S&C
from the Solicitor General’s Office. Our CDIG
team is women-led as well, with Kamil Shields
and Aisling O’Shea at the helm—both of whom
were associates at S&C and returned to the Firm
after government service.
Why do you think S&C is a great place for women
to practice law?

What are some of the areas of focus for your
offices?

Sarah: Across the board, S&C is very supportive
of women in leadership; Amanda and I are good
examples of that. In Palo Alto, we are proud to
have near-gender parity with 43 percent women
lawyers. I think one thing that sets us apart is
that we staff matters in a way that gets everyone
good experience, and with as diverse a team as
possible, recognizes the value that comes with
varied perspectives.

Sarah: Recently, the legal world has been shining
its spotlight on California as tech companies face
government scrutiny and potential regulation,
cybersecurity and data privacy concerns continue
to grow, and new disruptors like cryptocurrency
emerge. It’s exciting to be in a leadership role
at such a time and explore new opportunities

Amanda: Having different viewpoints together in
the room makes us all stronger, helps us come up
with better solutions for our clients and increases
the vibrancy of our office culture. As women and
mothers, S&C has been so supportive in each step
of our careers, helping us find new challenges and
opportunities to grow.

Amanda Davidoff
Managing Partner, Washington, D.C.
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BEHIND THE PRACTICE

S&C Women
Leading ESG Efforts
As the focus on environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) considerations grows, S&C partners Inosi
Nyatta, Julia Malkina, Cathy Clarkin and Melissa Sawyer have become trusted advisors to clients
seeking perspective on these increasingly complex legal issues. With decades of experience among
them in project financing, litigation, capital markets, corporate governance, shareholder activism and
more, these women exemplify the uniquely multidisciplinary nature of S&C’s ESG practice.

Climate Concerns Prompt
SEC Engagement
Since the SEC proposed new climate-related disclosure rules
in March 2022, Capital Markets Co-Head Cathy Clarkin has
been proactively advising clients on how to navigate the scope
and implications of them. Alongside other S&C partners,
Cathy hosted a webinar on the subject, which was attended by
almost 600 people, and co-authored several memos to help
clients understand what to expect and how to prepare. “It will
be a push and pull between the disclosure requirements versus
what investors want to hear in terms of their climate-related
objectives and plans,” Cathy notes.

The Path to Clean Energy
In the past few years, Inosi Nyatta, Co-Head of S&C’s
Project Development & Finance practice, has seen a rise in
opportunities to advise clients looking to transition towards
alternative energy solutions. For example, she represented
Arroyo Energy, J.P. Morgan and Sempra Energy on the
financing and development of clean energy facilities, as well
as on broader plans for the global transition to clean energy.
Inosi likes the challenge and creativity this requires. “It’s
exciting to be at the forefront of global change,” she notes. “It’s
an area everyone is looking at right now. Clean energy is very
attractive to a huge range of investors and businesses looking
to diversify their portfolios and invest in our planet’s future.”

The Boardroom Perspective:
Diversity Matters
While climate concerns are top priority under the “E” of the
ESG umbrella, social governance issues are also a hot topic
in boardrooms, with shareholders demanding transparency
and diversity. Global Head of M&A Melissa Sawyer, who
also co-heads the Firm’s Corporate Governance and Activism
practice, regularly advises on board committee structures,
agendas and responses to shareholder proposals related
to ESG. She has seen the tide turn in company disclosures
and proxy statements, with more proposals related to racial
justice, diversity, and human and civil rights. “Corporate
governance is not a static field. It changes based on
policymaking, investor behavior and social trends—all of
those factors have to be taken into account in how directors
approach these issues,” Melissa explained.
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Preparing for Enforcement
and Litigation
Julia Malkina, Co-Head of S&C’s Securities Litigation
practice, has already seen the impacts of increased attention
in the ESG sphere, as the SEC investigates the accuracy of
companies’ public climate statements. These investigations
are already beginning to lead to litigation and enforcement
issues. “I’ve been advising companies to proactively
prepare with counsel for the upcoming changes to the
disclosure regime,” she said. “Companies will be exposed to
heightened litigation risk as these rules are rolled out, and
it is important that companies proactively consider how to
mitigate that risk.”

Looking Ahead
The work in this area is expected to grow in
coming years, bringing new opportunities
for lawyers across all of S&C’s offices, given
the global, multidisciplinary nature of the
practice. Associates are working across
regions on ESG matters. They recently led
discussions on global ESG developments,
SEC rulemaking and its implications, recent
activism highlights and renewable energy
transactions at the inaugural ESG Practice
Group meeting. Julia summed it up well:
“As the law around these issues continues
to evolve, it will be exciting to see how a
new generation of lawyers can step into
leadership roles and creatively approach
these challenges.”

As the law around
these issues continues
to evolve, it will be
exciting to see how
a new generation of
lawyers can step into
leadership roles and
creatively approach
these challenges.”
—Julia Malkina, Litigation Partner
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BEYOND S&C

Alumnae in Leadership
Across the Globe
Many of our women lawyers have used their training and experiences at S&C as a
foundation for prominent careers in the corporate world and government, at
nonprofits and educational institutions, and in the judiciary. Here are just a few
of our successful alumnae.
Anta Cissé-Green (S&C 2004-2011) is the Senior Vice Chancellor for
Legal Affairs and General Counsel at The State University of New York.
In July 2022, she will be concluding her two-year term as President of
the Metropolitan Black Bar Association.
Tanya Jaeger de Foras (S&C 1998-2002) joined Ingredion in Chicago
as Senior Vice President, Chief Legal Officer, Corporate Secretary &
Chief Compliance Officer in November 2021. She was previously Vice
President, Deputy General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer at
Whirlpool in Michigan.

Here are some examples of high-profile matters in which our women
lawyers played a leading role.

Nicky Friedlander was a leader of the S&C team that served as lead
counsel to Goldman Sachs in reaching coordinated resolutions of
multinational criminal and regulatory investigations into a multibillion dollar money laundering and corruption scheme involving
sovereign development company 1MDB.
In an 11-year dispute, Diane McGimsey co-led the team that
prevailed in a federal bench trial in which their client, Richard D.
Cohen, an individual, faced potential damages of $103 million over
a real estate loan.

Dara Govan (S&C 2001-2003) was appointed a judge on the Superior
Court of Union County, New Jersey in March 2021. She was previously
Assistant U.S. Attorney for the United States Attorney’s Office in the
Government Frauds Unit, District of New Jersey. She became the first
Black woman to serve on the bench in Union County.

Renata Hesse quarterbacked the S&C team that resolved a
criminal antitrust investigation by the DOJ involving Argos USA,
a top-five ready-mix and cement company in the United States
and a subsidiary of Colombia-based Cementos Argos, the largest
producer of cement in Colombia.

Adrienne Harris (S&C 2008-2013) joined the New York State
Department of Financial Services as Superintendent. She was
previously a Special Assistant to President Obama for Economic Policy
and National Economic Council.

Gwen Wong helped lead the S&C team that assisted China Mobile
on its $8.2 billion IPO of A shares and listing on the Main Board of
the Shanghai Stock Exchange, successfully navigating a multitude
of challenges on Hong Kong legal aspects, including Hong Kong
company and securities laws as well as stock exchange listing rules.
China Mobile is the first Hong Kong-incorporated, Hong Konglisted company to have its shares listed on a stock exchange in
mainland China.

Lisa Lorish (S&C 2008-2011) was appointed a judge on the Virginia
Court of Appeals in August 2021. She was previously Assistant Federal
Public Defender and Appellate Specialist for the Western District of
Virginia.
Ann Miller (S&C 1999-2005) was promoted to Executive Vice
President & General Counsel of Nike, Inc. in February 2022. She was
previously Vice President, Corporate Secretary & Chief Compliance
Officer of Nike, where she has worked for more than 15 years.
Lisa Murison (S&C 2004-2012; 2013-2014) joined Bird as General
Counsel in September 2021. She was previously Executive Vice
President of Operations, Chief Legal & People Officer at Edmunds in
Santa Monica, CA.
Aba Yamoah (S&C 2013-2017, 2018-2020) joined American Express
as Director and Counsel. She was previously Corporate Counsel at
Audible.
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Women-Led Matters

Katy McArthur led the team that advised Scotiabank in
obtaining global coordinated resolutions with the DOJ and CFTC,
resolving investigations of spoofing involving precious metals
futures contracts as well as alleged failures to provide pre-trade
mid-market marks to swap counterparties and other swap dealer
compliance issues.
Camille Orme manages S&C’s relationship with the Bank Policy
Institute and has led the team advising it on numerous matters
related to laws, regulations and legislation relevant to the banking
industry, and interactions with regulators and federal agencies such
as the U.S. Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve, the OCC, the
FDIC and FinCEN.
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THE BEST OF THE BEST

WO MEN LEAD AT S& C

Law360 named five S&C women 2022 Rising Stars:
Michelle Chen (Banking), Samantha Hynes (Competition/
Antitrust), Alexa Kranzley (Bankruptcy), Julia Malkina (Securities)
and Morgan Ratner (Appellate)

Jeannette Bander

Cathy Clarkin

named a 2021 Law360 Rising
Star in Benefits

named a Profiles in Diversity Journal
2021 Woman Worth Watching

Melissa Sawyer

Vanessa Blackmore
recognized in IFLR1000’s Women Leaders of 2021

Laura Kabler Oswell
named to Daily Journal’s Top Women Lawyers in
California List 2021

Renata Hesse
named to Global
Competition
Review’s Women
in Antitrust List
2021

recognized as a 2022 Dealmaker of the Year by The American Lawyer, a Top
Woman in Dealmaking by The Deal and a Law360 MVP for M&A in 2021

Alison Ressler

Rebecca Simmons

recognized in IFLR1000’s Women
Leaders of 2021 and in Daily
Journal’s Top 100 Lawyers List
in 2021

named a 2021 Law360
MVP in FinTech

Tracy Richelle High
honored as a trailblazer at the Martha Graham Dance Company’s gala,
named a 2022 Private Practitioner of the Year by The Metropolitan Black
Bar Association, recognized as a “Black Leader Worth Watching” by
Profiles in Diversity Journal in 2021 and a Benchmark Litigation Labor &
Employment Star in 2021 and 2022

Nicky Friedlander
named to Cybersecurity Docket’s
“Incident Response 40” for 2021
and 2022

Katy McArthur
named to Global Investigation
Review’s Women in Investigations
Survey in 2021
22

Alexa Kranzley
named a 2021 Outstanding
Young Restructuring Lawyer by
Turnarounds & Workouts

Aisling O’Shea
named one of 2021’s “FCPA
Practitioners to Watch” by Global
Investigations Review

Rita-Anne O’Neill
recognized as a Top Woman in Dealmaking 2022 by The Deal and by
Chambers USA for Corporate/M&A: Private Equity in 2021

S&C WOMEN
LAWYERS HOLD

93

NONPROFIT
BOARD POSITIONS.

OF S&C’S LAST THREE
INCOMING CLASSES
(2019-2021), NEARLY HALF

47%
ARE WOMEN.
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WO MEN LEAD AT S& C

We look forward
to meeting you!
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